Request Methods and Data Repositories

The DMC offers several tools for making customized data requests. The tool you choose to use will depend on what type of request you wish to make and/or the complexity of your request. The diagram below categorizes the available tools by request type and interface.

The diagram below represents the how and where of data storage. It serves as a topological map of our data center, both its internal data storage facilities and the publicly available data services and tools. This map organizes the DMC into five columns of major categories, summarizing what the IRIS DMC exposes for user access. A user can quickly go to a descriptive page about a given data tool or service by clicking on the name.

On-line Data Access Tutorial:
For a brief description of each tool please visit the IRIS DMC web pages at:
http://www.iris.edu/data/tutorial.htm

Wizard to help select request tools is online at:
http://www.iris.edu/data/wizard/tools.htm

Wizard to find specific data can be found at:
http://www.iris.edu/data/wizard/data.htm